2017 was the official 500 th anniversary of the Lutheran Reformation. Despite the many years, or exactly because of the many years since a learned monk objected to what he saw as a dysfunctional religious system leaving ordinary man in the lurch, we still need to discuss and debate the content and the impact of the Reformation not at least in a contemporary perspective. What do the historical processes of the 16 th century Reformation era mean for European societies today, and what are the new reformations of philosophy and religion called for in the foreseeable future?
of an imperfect correction of the univocalism and nominalism in medieval thinking. However, Milbank is able to find a radical version of reformation theology capable of curing not only itself but also aspects of modern Catholicism, through its pursuit of the ethical for its own sake and a greater sacralisation of worldly reality.
In his piece on Anglo-Saxon studies in Heidelberg, Friedrich Wilhelm Graf shows how the Reformation needed reinterpretation in the modern age. Graf presents Max Weber and Ernst Troeltsch, both Protestants, and their academic fellow Georg Jellinek of Jewish background as major examples of such a necessary rethinking of the Reformation. Asking for its "cultural significance", Jellinek (and inspired by him: Weber and Troeltsch) helped a necessary renewal of the reception of the reformation on its way, not at least with regard to the historical role of the reformation concept of Christian Freedom for the development of human rights. In this way, they represent a necessary understanding of religio as a "power" in its own right, not exhaustively explained through its function in other spheres of society.
Luther's concept of God has prompted many discussions of pros and cons in a comparative perspective. In her reflections on the relations between Luther and positions within postmodern theology, Sasja Emilie Mathiasen Stopa points to the consolatory advantage of Luther's theology of the cross in contrast to a so-called weak theology.
The two last articles deals with Luther's anthropology in modernity. Bengt Kristensson Uggla brings the Swedish theologian Gustaf Wingren and the French philosopher Paul Ricoeur in dialog with the help of the non-modern Luther by raising the question "What makes us human?" in a contemporary situation of uncomfortable contradictory alternatives of humanism and anti-humanism, experience and theory. Wingren and Ricoeur offer, according to Uggla, a dialectical way of thinking about the human person integrating a decentred (extra nos) self and a centered self (homo capax) as integrated parts of a wider dialectic.
In the last article, Robert Stern and Bjørn Rabjerg compare Luther and the Danish theologian and philosopher of religion K. E. Løgstrup in order to test the coherence of a secular version of Luther's understanding of the human being between human sinfulness and divine grace.
The topical issue has its background in a conference held in Aarhus 2017. In this year, Aarhus was European Capital of Culture, under the general theme of Rethink! Aarhus University, which within the last decade has developed a vibrant environment for interdisciplinary research in the Reformation and its effect, both historically and intellectually, saw these historical constellations as providing a unique opportunity not only to celebrate and commemorate, but also to critically review the legacy of the Reformation. For this reason, Aarhus University hosted a three-day conference under the headline "Rethink! Reformation". The conference was organized by Vice-Dean of Faculty of Arts, Anne Marie Pahuus and Bo Kristian Holm, Head of LUMEN: Center for the Study of Lutheran Theology and Confessional Societies.
The discussion about the impact and legacy of the reformation is far from having find its end by this topical issue. Side by side, they are, however, an important contribution to the framing of the field where the rethinking of the reformation for the 21 st century has to take place.
